Ristorante

Piccolo Mondo
Welcome to our 2014/2015 Wine List.
Where you will find over 100 wines to choose from.
Here at Piccolo Mondo we love wine and are passionate
about encouraging our wine loving customers to move
on from their routine choice.
With our wine list you don’t have to compromise on quality
even when choosing from the lower end of this list.
Trends in wine and drinking habits changed over the years;
for the full enjoyment of wine the eye, the nose,
and the palate come into play.
Step 1 – the eye to appreciate the colour,
Step 2 - the nose to savour the aroma,
Step 3 – the palate for the enjoyment of the taste.
Wine should be drunk at leisure when full enjoyment
can be derived by all senses.
Fine wine should be sipped rather than gulped.
Wine taken in moderation can be a wonderful gift.
It is a tonic not only for the body but to the spirit
and can make a success of the dullest party.

Salute!

Cin Cin!

From the Piccolo Mondo Management

“Prosecco” & Sparking Wines
The most stylish and trendy wine in Europe; white, bubbly and full of fruity flavour. CIN! CIN!
A truly modern taste of Italy

Rocco Venezia DOC Conegliano & Valdobbiadene (Italy)
Rocco Venezia is a unique and superior blend matching the light fruity characteristics of our DOC grapes (Prosecco,
Pinot Noir and Raboso) with our unique methods resulting, from natural fermentation, in wonderful sparkling
wines made by using the Charmat method of vinification and aging the wines for several more months in the bottle.

Rocco Prosecco Brut V.S.Q.P.R.D.
Cellar Number 1
… Bottle £34.50
Cellar Number 2 Magnum 1.5 L.t £59.50
Remarkably fine, intense with a hint of fruit, a delicate
and dry distinctive bouquet.

Rocco Rosé Brut Pinot Noir
Cellar Number 3 … Bottle £34.50

Well round, dry and intense with aromas of raspberries,
cranberries and cherries.

Market Cellar Wine Master Selection
Prosecco or Cava by the Glass … 125ml £4.95
1.5 Litre Magnum £49.50
Fantinel Prosecco D.O.C.
Prosecco “Ponte” I.G.T.
White Cellar Number 4
… Bottle £28.50
White/Rosé Cellar Number 6… Bottle £26.50
Prosecco Fantinel
Rosé Cellar Number 5 … Bottle

£28.50

Ruggeri Brut Quartese DOCG
White Cellar Number 7
… Bottle £32.50

Cavicchioli Lambrusco Dell’ Emilia ~ Single Vineyard ~ Secco
White Cellar Number 8 … Bottle £25.00

Lambrusco has turned over a new new leaf. It’s really a good bubbly. With its fruity punch and acidic bite, these
raspberry and blackberry-laden wines are the perfect accompaniment to all sorts of porky products. Hams, salamis,
chorizo and the like will shine when partnered with a glass of Lambrusco. Mangiare Bene!

Cava Sparkling ~ method champenoise
Josep Raventós Fatjó of the codorniu estate is said to have been the first to produce wine made in the method
champenoise in Sant Sadurni d’Anoia, (Cataluῆa,) Spain in 1872. It was an instant success, particularly with high
society. Soon, sparkling wine from the Codorniu estate was being sent to the Spanish royal family. Today, thousands
of visitors tour the Codorniu winery and cellars in Sant Sadurni d’Anoia Cataluῆa.

Marqués de Monistrol – Brut Nature –
2008/9
White Cellar Number 9 … Bottle £26.50
Pale straw colour, exceptional balance and fine aromas.
Long-lasting bubbles which make it fresh to the palate.
Ideal as an aperitif and a perfect accompaniment with
white fish dishes.

Marqués de Monistrol
Rosé Cellar Number 10 … Bottle £26.50
Cool elegant pink colour. Full and intense mousse,
fruity, clean aroma; long tasting flavour. Delicious with
appetizers, soups, fish & a pleasant accompaniment to
hors d’oeuvres.

Asti Sant’ Orsola DOCG - Piedmont Italy
White Cellar Number 11 … Bottle £24.50

a refreshing, slightly sweet, sparkling white wine made from Moscato Bianco grapes.

Champagnes
House Recommended Champagne;

White Cellar Number 12 … Bottle £38.50
By the glass 125ml … £6.95 Cellar Number 13 … ½ Bottle £19.50
Alcohol content 12% Classic Champagne using the three traditional grape varieties, Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier and
Chardonnay grown in the chalky soil of the Champagne region of Northern France.

Berlucchi - Metodo Classico … “The Italian equivalent to Champagne”
Berlucchi Storica ’61 Franciacorta Brut
White or Rosé Cellar Number 14
…Bottle £34.50
Alcohol Content 12.5% Grape: Chardonnay/Pinot Noir. Soft, dense, crisp, rich and elegant bouquet with generous
fragrances of apple and pears along with notes of tropical fruits. Perfect served as an aperitif. Pairs well with rice,
pasta, light meat, fresh and medium cheeses.

NON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNES
Lanson Black Label Brut
Cellar Number 15

VINTAGE CHAMPAGNES
Moet & Chanson 2004/5

… Bottle

£49.50

Cellar Number 20

… Bottle

£75.00

VINTAGE PRESTIGE
Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial
Cellar Number 16
… Bottle £57.50
Bollinger
Cellar Number 17

… Bottle

£65.00

Veuve Clicquot Reserve 2005
Cellar Number 21
… Bottle £85.00
Bollinger Grande Annee
Cellar Number 22

Veuve Clicquot
Cellar Number 18

… Bottle

£65.00

Dom Perignon 2003/4
Cellar Number 23

Louis Roederer
Cellar Number 19

… Bottle

£60.00

2004
… Bottle £120.00

Louis Roederer Cristal
Cellar Number 24

… Bottle

£175.00

2004/6
… Bottle

£275.00

NON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNES Rosé
Lanson Rosé
Cellar Number 25

Moet & Chandon Rosé
… Bottle

£55.00

Cellar Number 26

Laurent Perrier Cuvee Rosé Brut
Cellar Number 27
… Bottle £85.00
1.5 Litre Magnum £145

… Bottle

£65.00

Fantinel – Friuli-Venezia Giulia – Italy
The family estate, boasting 300 hectares of prized vineyards in the Collio, Grave and Colli
Orientali del Friuli DOC zones, is a genuine expression of prime winegrowing country with
perfect microclimates for the ideal ripening of the grapes.

Cabernet Sauvignon Grave del Friuli Sauvignon Blanc Grave del Friuli
Borgo Tesis 2011/12
Borgo Tesis 2012/13
Red Cellar Number 28
… Bottle £24.50
White Cellar Number 29
… Bottle £24.50
Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Bright, savoury,
blackcurrant and mulberry fruit scented wine with an
expected well-structured palate. The positive acidity holds
the fruit flavours to the finish, whilst the tannins are well
integrated giving the wine a smooth texture. Gastronomy:
A fine wine for all important occasions.

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Radiant white
with delicate aromas of green pepper and apple, this is a
lean, racy Sauvignon Blanc demonstrating just how well
the variety does in the cool-climate found in the vineyards
just below the Eastern Alps. Gastronomy: Suitable for
pasta and fish dishes in particular.

Pinot Grigio Grave del Friuli,
Borgo Tesis 2012/13
White Cellar Number 30
… Bottle £24.50

Pinot Grigio Sant'Helena Fantinel
2012/13 From the "Collio" area
White Cellar Number 31
… Bottle £32.50

Alcohol contents 12.5%. Characteristics: a wellstructured, straw-gold example of this popular variety. It
has a quite full-flavoured (for pinot grigio) ripe apple with
peach and pear notes palate. Unoaked, the finish is
refreshing and flavoursome. Gastronomy: Ideal with light
meal and fish dishes.

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Fantinel selects
the best grapes from its Collio vineyards to make this
excellent wine. A wine the shows intense fruity aromas,
flavours and a rich, structured palate. Gastronomy: Ideal
for pasta and white meat dishes.

Sauvignon Sant'Helena 2012/13

From the "Collio" area
White Cellar Number 32
… Bottle £32.50
Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: A wine made in strictly limited volumes to ensure no compromise on quality.
Made using Sauvignon Blanc grapes from Fantinel's Collio vineyards, which have been clonally selected to produce the
most expressive example of this distinctive grape variety. Fermented in stainless steel, the wine has classic Sauvignon
aromas and an excellent level of concentration on the palate.
Gastronomy: Excellent with shell fish and white meat dishes.

Cantine Bigi - Umbria - Italy Vipra Bianco Bigi Umbria 2013
White Cellar Number 33
… Bottle £24.50

Vipra Rossa Merlot-Sangiovese Umbria
2011/12
& Red Cellar Number 34
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol contents 12.5%. Grapes: Grechetto
Chardonnay. Characteristics: The bouquet offers a
delicate floral aroma, with notes of lemon blossom and
peach. The feeling is smooth, crisp and dry.

Orvieto Classico Secco - Single Vineyard
Vigneto Torricella 2012/13
White Cellar Number 35
… Bottle £26.50

Alcohol contents 13%. Grapes: Grechetto, Trebbiano
blend. Characteristics: Aromas of pears with a floral touch
are followed by citrus, apple and herbs on the palate, with
the distinctive almonds on the finish.

Alcohol contents 13%. Characteristics: The hand
harvested grapes, which are grown on poor pebbly soils,
are fermented separately by variety and then part of each
of these new wines is ages in French oak for about 10
months. Presented in a stunning embossed, Black glass
bottle.

Marchesi de' Frescobaldi - Firenze - Toscana - Italy
Frescobaldi has been the key player in the development of the Tuscan wine-growing. They were
the first to plant new varieties, to adopt new planting, cultivation and wine making systems in
their properties. One of the major vine growing businesses in Europe, Frescobaldi ones nine
estates all located in excellent areas for fine wines and directly managed by its family members.
Remole Bianco

D.O.C.

2012
Albizzia, Chardonnay, Toscana 2013
… Bottle £24.50 White Cellar Number 37
… Bottle £25.50

White Cellar Number 36
Alcohol content 11%. Grapes:
Vermentino 50%,
Trebbiano 50%. Characteristics: a pale straw colour
shot through with greenish highlights. It has a lovely
fruitiness on the nose, with confident notes of ripe pear
and nectarine. Delicate floral notes continue onto a
palate that is crisp, tangy and full-flavoured. The longlingering finish is utterly delicious.
Gastronomy:
Excellent as an aperitif, salads, pasta and fish.

Alcohol
content
12.5%.
Grape:
Chardonnay.
Characteristics: with its intense and luminous colour, is
dedicated to the yellow flower of the Albizia tree.
Gastronomy: It is surprising as an aperitif and creates
conviviality when served with sweet cured meats,
vegetable and fish dishes.

Castello di Pomino Bianco D.O.C 2012/13
White Cellar Number 38
… Bottle £32.50
Alcohol content 13%. Grapes: Chardonnay, Pinot Blanc. Characteristics: This wine has a fresh and
enticing bouquet of green apples, with a fresh and youthful flavour. Gastronomy: Good as an aperitif,
white meat and fish dishes.

Remole D.O.C. 2012
Red Cellar Number 39
… Bottle £24.50
Alcohol content 12.5%. Grapes: Sangiovese, Cabernet
Sauvignon. Characteristics: Remole is from areas of
Tuscany long renowned for yielding wines of great
aromatic complexity, with full-fruited aromas. Remole
has an excellent body and sturdy structure. Gastronomy:
A classic example of a wine for all dishes, on all
occasions.

Castello di Nipozzano Rufina Riserva
D.O.C.G. 2010
Red Cellar Number 40
… Bottle £34.50
Alcohol content 13%. Grapes: Sangiovese 90% Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Malvasia. Characteristics: Ruby red
with an intense and delicate bouquet and a clean,
harmonious taste. Gastronomy: Ideal for roasted meat,
game and venison.

Castelgiocondo Brunello di Montalcino D.O.C.G 2008/9
Red Cellar Number 41
… Bottle £85.00
Alcohol content 14% Grapes: Sangiovese Grosso Characteristics: A deep ruby, it is prized for its elegance and
seductive appeal. Gastronomy: Beef stews, braised meats, aged cheeses and game.

From the Marche Region – Italy
Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico
D.O.C.G. 2012/13 - Le Vele – Single Vineyard
White Cellar Number 42
… Bottle £26.50
Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: A very elegant, soft and fresh style with hint of hazelnuts.
Intense fruity flavours are apparent in this gentle and refined wine. The bouquet is intense and
the palate is full, rich and supple.

Cantine Mezzacorona – Trentino-Alto Adige – Italy
With 4,000 acres of vineyards in the Italian Alps, Mezzacorona is one of the major wine producers
in Italy. Despite its size, grapes are harvested manually and fermented by Fabio Toscanna in a
state-of-the-art winery. The poor mountain soil and cold nights make for elegant and stylish wine.
Pinot Grigio Trentino 2012/13 D.O.C
White Cellar Number 43
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: A crisp, fruity
white wine with a delightful full and ripe aroma, dry,
fresh with a long finish on the palate.
Gastronomy:
Suitable to accompany the whole meal and especially for
fish dishes.

Merlot Vigneti delle Dolomiti DOC 2012
Red Cellar Number 44
… Bottle £25.50

Alcohol Content 13% Characteristics: Traditional red
wine vinification at controlled temperatures of around
25oC; briefly refined in wood, ruby red in colour, intense
bouquet, pleasantly herbaceous, dry flavour, lightly
tannic, complex. Gastronomy: Red meats, cheese and
flavourful soups.

From the Lazio Region – Italy
Fontana Candida, the most renowned winery in Frascati and one of the oldest, is led by winemaker
Mauro Merz, who many years ago fell in love with the Frascati region, making his mission to bring
it back to its full past glory.
Frascati Superiore, terre dei Grifi.
Fontana Candida 2012/13
White Cellar Number 45 … Bottle £24.50
Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: A blend of 60% Malvasia and 40% Trebbiano
Produced to maximise the fruity flavours. Delicate wild flowers, hawthorn and apple blossom aromas are
followed by a soft, apple and almond fruited palate very approachable and fresh.

From the Sicily Region – Italy
Legato Inzolia 2013
White Cellar Number 46
… Bottle £19.50
Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Very aromatic
with hints of white flowers and lemongrass, the wine is
light and fresh on the palate with a zesty citrus finish.

Alcamo Bianco DOC Calaventana
2012/13
White Cellar Number 48
… Bottle £24.50

Frappato Nerello Mascalese 2013
Red Cellar Number 47
… Bottle £19.50

Alcohol Content 14% Characteristics: The wine has
aromas and flavours of jammy red fruits, summer herbs,
and a touch of violet. On the palate it is rich and
refreshing.

Botter Lunate Merlot-Nero d’Avola
IGT 2012/13
… Bottle £25.50
Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: Brilliant golden Red Cellar Number 49
colour with greenish hues, this elegant and delicately
scented wine has notes of fresh flowers, melon and pear.
The palate is fresh with a balanced acidity. Gastronomy:
White meats, hors d’oeuvres and all types of seafood.

Alcohol Content 14% Characteristics: Intense ruby red
colour with garnet notes. The palate shows flavours of
red ripe fruits, liquorice and sweet spices; round, warm
and full-bodied, with long finish and pleasant after taste.
A fleshy and juicy, easy-drinking wine. Gastronomy: Well
rounded, excellent with grilled or stewed red meats.

Premium Wine
Wine of Distinction
La Toledana Gavi di Gavi D.O.C. 2011/12 - Single Vineyard White Cellar Number 50
… Bottle £28.50
Alcohol content 11.5% Characteristics: It has a delicate scent recalling wild fruits and a dry fragrant taste.
Gastronomy: Ideal for pasta, veal, white meat, fish dishes and shellfish in general.

Passori DOC. 2013

(Baby Amarone)

Red Cellar Number 51
… Bottle £25.50
Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: Notes of ripe fruits,
such as plums and raisins. Oak ageing given added note
of spice and vanilla.
Rich, Opulent and smooth.
Produced from “long hang” late harvested grapes from
the vineyards of Veneto. This wine will go well with red
meats and hard cheeses.

Montigoli ~ Ripasso, Valpolicella Classico
Superiore DOC 2012
Red Cellar Number 53
… Bottle £28.50
Alcohol content 13.5% Grapes:
Corvina, Molinara,
Rondinella. Characteristics: A dry, full-bodied red has an
inviting nose of ripe cherries, vanilla and cloves from the
oak ageing. The palate is ripe and fruity with soft tannins
and a satisfying finish.

Barolo D.O.C.G
2010/11 ~ Wine Master Choice ~
Red Cellar Number 55
… Bottle £34.50
Alcohol content 14% Grapes: Nebbiolo. Characteristics:
light red colour with hints of orange. The nose is complex
and spicy on the palate. It is rich, full bodied with sweet
tannins and dry finish.

Brunello di Montalcino “Banfi”
D.O.C.G. 2008
Red Cellar Number 57
… Bottle £49.50
Alcohol content 14.5% Grapes: Made from 100%
Sangiovese grapes. Characteristics: Colour: intense ruby
red with garnet reflections. Bouquet: ethereal, wide, light
vanilla. Taste: full, soft, velvety and intense, with
sensations of liquorice, spices and light goudron note.
Gastronomy: This wine is particularly suited to
accompany red meat, game and aged cheese.

Primitivo Salento Itynera IGT 2011/12
Red Cellar Number 52
… Bottle £26.50
Alcohol content 14% Characteristics: Rich and full
bodied although the tannins are soft and the acidity is
low. On the palate it is generous with good concentration
of ripe and black cherry fruit.

Tenuta di Nozzole Chianti Classico
Riserva D.O.C.G 2010/11
Red Cellar Number 54
… Bottle £29.50

Alcohol content 13.5% Grapes: Sangiovese, Canaiolo,
Colorino, Trebbiano Toscano & Malvesia del Chianti.
Characteristics: This wine shows crisp, ripe red berry and
cherry fruit flavours and aromas sustained by a fresh,
acidic note.

Montigoli ~ Amarone Della Valpolicella
D.O.C 2011/12
Red Cellar Number 56
… Bottle £36.50

Alcohol content 15% Grapes: Corvina, Molinara and
Rondinella. Characteristics: this is a delicious full bodied
and a dry yet delicate flavour and aromas. It is matured
for two years in oak barrels to give a warmly alcohol
quality, rich, smooth and wonderful mouth filling with
aroma of ripe fruits. Gastronomy: To accompany red
meats, Carpaccio, parma ham, salami and game dishes.

Morellino di Scansano 2010/11
Red Cellar Number 58
… Bottle £26.50
Alcohol content 13% Grapes: 95% sangiovese, cabernet
sauvignon. Characteristics: Intense ruby red with a
noticeable bouquet and pleasantly refined. Youthful and
vivacious with great structure on the palate making it
ideal for any occasion. Gastronomy: Braised chicken and
pairs well with medium aged cheeses.

Casa Vinicola Luigi Righetti – Verona – Italy
Amarone della Valpolicella Classico D.O.C 2010/11
Red Cellar Number 59
… Bottle £38.50
Alcohol content 15% Grapes: Corvina Molinara. Characteristics: This delicious red wine is made from partially dried
selected grapes to concentrate the flavour and aroma. Full-bodied, dry with its own fragrance and delicate bouquet. It
is matured in wood barrel to acquire its warmly alcoholic quality and yet smooth with aroma of ripe fruit.

Cantine Ruffino – Firenze – Italy
Pinot Grigio delle Venezie
“Giulia Lumina”, Ruffino 2011/12
White Cellar Number 60 … Bottle £24.50
Alcohol content 12.5% Characteristics: Produced by
Ruffino, one fine example of Pinot Grigio with soft apple,
pear and juicy lemon aromas which are reflected on an
elegant, refined, minerally palate.

Chianti Ruffino D.O.C.G

2011/12
… Bottle £24.50

Red Cellar Number 62
Alcohol
content
12.5%
Grapes:
Sangiovese
Characteristics: Red ruby colour, harmonious on the
palate, dry and slightly tannic. Gastronomy: Well paired
to roasts and grilled meats.

Chianti Classico D.O.C.G Aziano 2011/12
Red Cellar Number 64
… Bottle £28.50

Vino Nobile di Montepulciano D.O.C.G.
Lodola Nuova - 2009 /10
Red Cellar Number 61
… Bottle £32.50

Alcohol content 13.5% Grapes: Sangiovese, Merlot,
Prugnolo Gentile. Characteristics: Brilliant ruby-garnet
colour, fruity, spicy and focused aromas. Gastronomy: It
goes quite well with red meats, game and aged cheeses.

Riserva Ducale Oro D.O.C.G
2008/9
Red Cellar Number 63
… Bottle £45.00
Alcohol content 13.5% Characteristics: A classic bouquet
with notes of violets, cherries, plums and inviting spicy
sensations. Full bodied, with a generous sensation of
Mediterranean herbs and hints of oak. Gastronomy: A
great wine for the best occasions.

Brunello di Montalcino Ruffino 2003/05
Alcohol content 13% Grapes: Sangiovese, Cabernet, – Greppone Mazzi - Single Vineyard
Merlot. Characteristics: A well balanced flavour, dry, Red Cellar Number 65
… Bottle £75.00
sapid and lightly tannic, fining to a velvety softness.
Gastronomy: Suitable for red grilled and roasted meat.

Chianti Classico Riserva Ducale 2010/11
D.O.C.G
Red Cellar Number 66
… Bottle £36.50

Alcohol content 13.5% Characteristics: Made from 100%
Sangiovese Grosso grape. It has a typically intense, fullbodied, packed with ripe fruit and complex, perfumed
aroma. Aged for 3 years in large oak casks and 8 months
in bottle prior to release. Gastronomy: A great wine for
the best occasions.

Alcohol content 13%
Grapes:
Sangiovese, Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon. Characteristics: The “Riserva” wine
has been aged for three years in oak barrels. It has a
fragrant bouquet with a soft, maturing ripe flavour with a
lingering aftertaste. Gastronomy: recommended with
both white and red meat.

Rosé Wines
Pinot Grigio Rosato, Ponte IGT 2012/13
Rosé Cellar Number 67
… Bottle £17.50

Hardy Mill Cellars Rosé 2013
Rosé Cellar Number 68
… Bottle £17.50

Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: Clean and delicately
scented nose that has a hint of cherries. On the palate, the
wine is soft and rounded and highly drinkable.
Gastronomy: Well suited to salads and white meats.

Alcohol content 11.5%. Characteristics: A fresh and fruity
Rose with flavours of ripe strawberry with a crisp
refreshing finish. Great with antipasto.

Rosatello Ruffino DOC 2012/13 – Italy –
Rosé Cellar Number 69
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: One of the most
famous Italian Rosé wines, a living symbol of Italian
lifestyle, makes it comeback to our dining tables. A
pleasantly fresh and fruity rosé, presented in a new,
contemporary and young packaging.

Bertani Bertarose Chiaretto IGT 2011/12
Rosé Cellar Number 70
… Bottle £23.50
Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: the innovative red
vilification of the Molinara grapes combines with the
traditional rose fermentation of the Merlot give the wine
its fresh and harmonious character. Gastronomy: Perfect
as an aperitif, it also goes well with salads, subtle
flavoured pasta dishes and white meat.

From Marlborough – New Zealand
Cloud Island Sauvignon Blanc 2013
White Cellar Number 71
… Bottle £22.50

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc
Marlborough 2011
Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Refreshingly White Cellar Number 72
… Bottle £45.00
balanced and full of ripe guava and passion fruit
character. The palate is intense and lively with a long
crisp finish.

Brancott – Sauvignon Blanc 2013
White Cellar Number 73
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: The wine is pale
straw in colour with aromas of ripe, red capsicum and
gooseberry dominate with tropical pineapple and
grapefruit notes apparent. A well-balanced wine showing
the lively, crisp acidity.

Sauvignon Blanc “Villa Maria” 2013
~ Private Bin ~
White Cellar Number 75
… Bottle £26.50

Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: A well balanced and
a freshly invigorating palate with a crisp and zesty finish.
Enjoy chilled with fresh seafood and shellfish.

Alcohol content 13.5%. Characteristics: Very lively nose
with some sweet tropical fruit and pear notes, as well as
grapefruit freshness. The palate is lively and fresh with
high acidity, gooseberry and citrus freshness. Intense,
zippy and full.

Cloudy Bay Chardonnay
Marlborough 2011

White Cellar Number 74
… Bottle £45.00
Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: A complex nose that
ranges from figs and lemon butter to more savoury
elements of fresh hay with hints of butterscotch. The
palate is substantial and rounded with toasty complexity
and a long finish. An elegant refined palate with a ripe,
creamy texture backed by good acidity and subtle oak on
the finish. A wine with great ageing potential.

Luis Felipe Edwards Sr – ChileThe Reserve Range
Luis Felipe Edwards Sauvignon Blanc
Rapel Valley 2012/13
White Cellar Number 76
… Bottle £22.50

Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: This wine has lots of
green pepper, herb, grass and gooseberry and refreshing
limey acidity with a touch of green fig and guava on the
finish. Gastronomy: A good wine to accompany seafood
and white meat dishes.

Luis Felipe Edwards Merlot
Colchagua Valley 2011/12
Red Cellar Number 77
… Bottle £22.50

Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: Colchagua is one of
the best regions in Chile for Merlot, the grapes for this
wine were grown in a single vineyard block. There is a
good degree of complexity, added to by some toast and
spice acquired during a brief period of oak ageing.
Gastronomy: Well suited all red and roasted meat.

The Gran Reserva Range
Luis Felipe Edwards Chardonnay
Leyda Valley 2012/13
White Cellar Number 78
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: This is classic coolclimate Chardonnay from leyda Valley, an area close to
the ocean with cool temperatures that help the
development of mineral character. Lots of toasty, buttery
Chardonnay fruit, pineapple, white peach and nectarine.
Although packed with expressive fruit flavours the wine
undergoes a little barrel-ageing which is well balanced
with the lemony acidity.

Luis Felipe Edwards Cabernet Sauvignon
Colchagua Valley 2012/13
Red Cellar Number 79
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: This wine shows
why Chilean Cabernet should be as popular as Chilean
Merlot: cassis, black cherry, mocha, cedar and a touch of
mint and eucalyptus. Very dense, dark brooding the wine
has been ages in a mixture of new and second-use French
oak barrels for about a year.

Prestige Wine
Marchesi di Barolo – Cuneo – Piemeote – Italy
Barbaresco “Tradizione” D.O.C.G 2006
Red Cellar Number 80
…Bottle £45.00

Barolo “Tradizione”
D.O.C.G. 2007
Antiche Cantine Marchesi di Barolo
Alcohol content 14.5% Grapes: Nebbiolo. Characteristics: Red Cellar Number 81
… Bottle £59.50
Garnet-red colour with orange contours. Intense perfume
with clean scents of ripe fruit, dog roses, tobacco and
spices. Full, elegant and austere flavour with a good body
and lingering hints of the olfactory sensations.
Gastronomy: This wine with a big structure complements
red meats, stewed dishes and aged cheeses.

Barbaresco Riserva

D.O.C.G 2006

Red Cellar Number 82
… Bottle £65.00
Alcohol content 14.5% Grapes: Nebbiolo. Characteristics:
The wine has a red garnet and an intense bouquet with
distinctive scents of tobacco, wild roses and spices. A fullbodied flavour, austere, elegant with recurring olfactory
sensations. Gastronomy: Because of its important
structure this wine makes a delightful accompaniment of
red steamed meats and added cheese. If aged long time it
is a perfect mediation wine.

Barolo Riserva D.O.C.G. 2003
Red Cellar Number 84
… Bottle £85.00
Alcohol content 14.5% Grapes: Nebbiolo. The grapes
come exclusively from the best vineyards belonging to the
Marchesi of Barolo. The wine is aged for 1 year in
Slovenian oak casks, then for an additional year in small
French oak casks. The wine is then aged an additional 3
years in the bottle prior to being released under the name
of Riserva.

Alcohol content 14.5% Grapes: Nebbiolo. Characteristics:
Garnet-red in colour with ruby reflections. Intense
perfume with clean scent of roses, vanilla, liquorice,
spices and toasted oak. Gentle notes of absinth and
tobacco. The flavour is full and elegant, good-bodied and
austere with recurring olfactory sensations. The spicy
note and the hints of wood blend perfectly. Gastronomy:
This wine is particularly adapted to red meats, braised
dishes and game in general.

Barolo D.O.C.G “Cannubi”

2003

~ Single Vineyard ~
Red Cellar Number 83
… Bottle £75.00
Alcohol content 14.5% Grapes: Nebbiolo. Characteristics:
Garnet red with orange edges. Less intense with hints of
spices, vanilla, toasted hazelnuts, liquorice and rose bush.
Full taste and elegant, full bodied, austere, reminiscent of
the smells. Pleasing are the spicy and woody notes that
blend perfectly. Wine of great structure. Gastronomy:
Well adapted to main courses of red meat, stews and
game in general.

Piemonte - Italy
Gavi di Gavi Nicola Bergaglio D.O.C.H 2012/13 “ la Minaia ”
White Cellar Number 85
… Bottle £26.50

Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: Pale gold with flashes of diamond brilliance; it has a light, fresh and citrus
bouquet. The palate is crisp and dry, with a hint of ripe pears and a complex array of red and green apples, the finish
is mouth-wateringly refreshing and lengthy. Gastronomy: perfect for fish, pasta and salad dishes.

Michele Chiarlo Azienda Vitivinicola
Calamandrana – Piemonte – Italy
Michele Chiarlo “TORTONIANO” Barolo
DOCG 207/07
Red Cellar Number 86
… Bottle £59.50

Michele Chiarlo Barolo “CEREQUIO”
D.O.C.G 2007 * Barolo Award Winner*
Red Cellar Number 87
… Bottle £95.00

Alcohol
content
14.5%
Grapes:
Nebbiolo.
Characteristics: Fascinating, ethereal, complex bouquet.
Typical notes of juniper, anise, sweet tobacco and
delicate spices. Taste: ample, harmonious, with a long
and pleasant aftertaste. Gastronomy: A stupendous
wine for roasts, game and ripe cheese.

Alcohol
content
14.5%
Grapes:
Nebbiolo.
Characteristics: Elegant with its taste that matches the
bouquet. Its structure is rich, ample and of great
character, with a notable presence of delicate tannins;
surprising is the delicacy with which it caresses the
palate. Gastronomy: Ideal for red meat and game
dishes, excellent with ripe, non-marbled cheese.

BERTANI
Bertani Winery (Villa Novare) – Verona – Italy
Bertani is one of the leading Amarone producers (the “King” of Veneto wines), and their first vintage of Amarone
Bertani was made in 1958. The aristocratic estate wines grace the tables of royals; Bertani was even endorsed by the
Italian Royal House (Real Casa) in 1923. History aside, Bertani is an exciting and forward thinking wine producer
using modern technology and innovation to make great wines. They have various product lines including classic
Amarone (which won the 3 glass award from Gambero Rosso), the “Valpolicella Valpantena” range which includes
their best seller Secco Bertani Valpolicella, Soave wines (delicate whites) and wines of Lake Garda.

Bertarose Chiaretto IGT 2011/12
Rosé Cellar Number 70
… Bottle £23.50

Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: the innovative red
vilification of the Molinara grapes combines with the
traditional rose fermentation of the Merlot give the wine
its fresh and harmonious character. Gastronomy: Perfect
as an aperitif, it also goes well with salads, subtle
flavoured pasta dishes and white meat.

Due Uve Bianco della Venezie
IGT 2012/13
White Cellar Number 89
… Bottle £22.50

Soave Sereole DOC 2012/13
White Cellar Number 88
… Bottle £26.50

Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: made exclusively
from Gargánega grape, it shows straw yellow colour with
gold reflections. At the nose, it opens up with sweet scent
of flowers like elder trees and pear trees. Following by
ripe fruit of yellow paste like apricots, pineapple and
melon.
In the mouth is deep, mellow and very
harmonious with equivalent taste as the scents.
Gastronomy: good with white meat and fish dishes.

Villa Novare Valpolicella Classico
Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Due Uve Bianco DOC 2011/12
… Bottle £27.50
combines the body and elegance of Pinot Grigio with the Red Cellar Number 90
aromatic notes typical of Sauvignon Blanc, thus achieving
a truly original creation rich in personality and character,
a fusion of two of the world’s most famous grape varieties.
Gastronomy: Ideal for fish, chicken and pasta dishes.

Alcohol content 12.5% Characteristics: Violet red colour.
Intense notes of blackcurrant, red, plum, raspberry, black
cherry and spice. In the mouth opens, fresh with a good
balance between acidity, sweetness and sapidity.
Gastronomy: good to accompany the whole meal.

Villa Novare Ripasso 2010
Valpolicella Classico Superiore D.O.C -Single VineyardRed Cellar Number 91
… Bottle £32.50

Alcohol content 13.5%. Characteristics: Ripasso di Villa is an intense, warm and friendly wine, supple and fruity. It is
produced by the technique of refermenting Valpolicella on the skins, seeds and pulp (known as pomace) of Amarone
and Recioto, to which Bertani adds a small quantity of semi-dried grapes to make the wine’s fruity notes more intense
and to give it extraordinary freshness. This is a new interpretation of a traditional technique born of Bertani’s skill and
culture.

Amarone della Valpolicella Valpantena
Villa Arvedi DOC 2008
Red Cellar Number 92
… Bottle £60.00
Alcohol content 15%. Characteristics: Deep dark red colour with violet rim. At the nose a deep scents of cherry, sour
cherry and berries typical of Amarone della Valopolicella and notes of spices and dry fruit typical of Valpantena. In
mouth the tannins are present even if soft and wrapped in the glycerine and in the flavour of red fruit. Gastronomy: a
great wine for great occasions.

CANTINE ZENATO - VERONA – ITALY
Premium Wines
It is most probably the winemaker of the Verona area – or of the entire Veneto to receive so many awards in important
international wine competitions. Its Amarone, its Lugana, its Valpolicella Ripassa Classico Superiore, its Merlot and
its other wines inevitably beat out all competitors and are showed with gold medals. That establishment is called
ZENATO

Ripassa Valpolicella Classico Superiore
D.O.C (The Original) 2010/11
Red Cellar Number 93
… Bottle £36.50
Alcohol content 14%.
Grapes: Corvina, Rondinella,
Molinara. Characteristics: Zenato’s “Ripassa” takes its
origins from an ancient type of Valpolicella closely related
to Verona’s greatest wine: Amarone. This special
Valpolicella is ready to be consumed after 18/24 months
of ageing in barrels and 6 months of bottle conditioning.
Its colour is deep ruby red, with an intense bouquet, very
fine and persistent. It is full-bodied, harmonic, velvet
smooth and substantial.
Gastronomy: Suited for all
traditional haute cuisine dishes.

Amarone Classico D.O.C 2010/11
Red Cellar Number 94
… Bottle £72.50
Alcohol content 16.5%. Characteristics: Produced from
selected and handpicked Corvina, Molinara and
Rondinella grapes, this is a big, powerful wine with
delicious full bodied and a dry yet delicate flavour and
aromas. It is matured for two years in oak barrels to give a
warmly alcohol quality, rich, smooth and wonderful
mouth filling with aroma of ripe fruits. Gastronomy: To
accompany red meats, Carpaccio, parma ham, salami and
game dishes.

Lugana D.O.C San Benedetto

2012/13

White Cellar Number 95
… Bottle £27.50
Alcohol content 13%. Grapes: Trebbiano.
Characteristics: A delicate and pleasant bouquet, with a fresh, soft and caressing flavour.
Gastronomy: Excellent as an aperitif or with hors d’ oeuvres, chicken, veal and seafood dishes.

MASI Azienda Agricola – Veneto –
Costasera Amarone Classico D.O.C
2007/08
Red Cellar Number 96
… Bottle £60.00

Campolongo Di Torbe Amarone Classico
Masi 2004/05 – Single Vineyard
Red Cellar Number 97
… Bottle £150.00

Alcohol content 15%. Grapes: Corvina, Rondinella,
Molinara. Characteristics: Deep ruby red. Clean on the
palate with a delicious smoothness followed by the
familiar hint of warm alcohol and obvious complexity to
the structure. Delicate finish with touches of cinnamon
and vanilla. Gastronomy: Ideal with red meats, game and
mature cheeses. An excellent wine for the end of the meal
and for ageing.

Alcohol content 16%. Grapes: Corvina, Rondinella,
Morlinara. Characteristics: This Amarone from Masi is
the epitome of elegance. Its principal characteristics are
its rich, almondy aroma and tis great depth and balance.
Gastronomy: It is delicious drunk on its own at the end of
a meal, or with red meats, game or strongly-flavoured
dishes in general. Its production is very limited.

Riserva Costasera Amarone della
Valpolicella Classico 2007
Red Cellar Number 98
… Bottle £85.00
Alcohol content 15.5%. Grapes: Corvina, Rondinella,
Molinara. Characteristics: Austere and majestic wine –
the very essence of Amarone – which derives particular
benefit from being ages in small oak barrels. The grapes
come from a historic vineyard whose quality has been
renowned since the XII century. Gastronomy: Its
delicious drunk on its own or with red meats, game and
with mature Pecorino and parmesan cheeses. Its
production is very limited.

Brolo di Campofiorin 2008/09
Red Cellar Number 99
… Bottle £32.50

Alcohol Content 14%. Grapes: Corvina, Rondinella.
Characteristics: Deep ruby red with garnet red reflections.
Complex and elegant bouquet; Full bodied on the palate
with delicious ripe cherry flavours tinged with cloves and
vanilla. Extremely elegant soft tannins and attractive
finish, long and satisfying. Gastronomy: A wine of
unusual flexibility perfectly pairing many different kinds
of food such as pasta with rich sauces, grilled or roasted
red meats, game and cheese.

Serego Alighieri
Serego Aligieri Valpolicella Della
Annidersario Classico Superiore
2006/07
Red Cellar Number 100
… Bottle £38.50

Serego Alighieri Vaio Armaron Classico
DOC Assico Veneto 2005 Amarone
Red Cellar Number 101
… Bottle £95.00

Alcohol content 14%. Grapes: Corvina, Rondinella,
Molinara. Characteristics: Deep ruby red, almost
completely opaque. Lively and full-bodied on the palate,
while being elegant and velvety at the same time. Flavours
of fruit preserved in spirit, cloves and vanilla on a long
finish. Gastronomy: This elegant and important red may
be served throughout the meal. Perfectly with grilled and
roasted red meats.

Alcohol content 15.5%. Grapes: Corvina, Rondinella,
Molinara. Characteristics: Deep, opaque red, visibly
vicious in texture. Extremely rich nose with aromas that
go from baked fruit in spirit to the soft spiciness of
cinnamon and vanilla. Rich, full-bodied and weighty on
the palate with delicious layers of taste. Rich flavours are
prolonged into a soft, dry finish. Gastronomy: Ideal with
red meats, game, roasts and other richly flavoured dishes.
Excellent paired with strong cheeses. A noble after dinner
wine.

Prestige South African Wine
Chenin Blanc – Kleine Zalze - 2013
White Cellar Number 102
… Bottle £24.50
Alcohol Content 14%. On the nose, there are concentrated aromas of peach, lime and litchi fruit with hints of sweet
melon and well balanced French oak wood flavours. Ripe layers of fruit, both combined with subtle wood give this
wine a good length of fruit and creamy mouth feel, with an elegant acidity in the background.
Enjoy now or mature for 3 – 5 years.

Bush Vine Pinotage - Bellingham - 2012/13 ~ Wine Master
Red Cellar Number 103
… Bottle £32.50

Choice ~

Part of the Legendary Bellingham Bernard series. The grapes used to make this Pinotage wine are selected from old
un-irrigated bush vines growing in ancient and weathered soils. Low-yields ensure that each berry is packed with
flavour concentration, which is further enhanced by maturing the wine for 18 months in French oak barrels.

Old Vine Chenin Blanc - Bellingham - 2011 ~

Monde Gold Selection 2012 ~

White Cellar Number 104
… Bottle £32.50
Alcohol Content 14%. The even ripening and outstanding flavour intensity expressed in the vintage of high altitude old
bush vine vineyards compelled out winemakers to craft this unique barrel matured Chenin Blanc. In true Bernard
nature these vineyards were discovered and earmarked only for the best.

Penfolds Wines – South Australian Premium Wines –
Thomas Hyland Shiraz 2008/09
Red Cellar Number 105
… Bottle £35.50

Thomas Hyland Cabernet Sauvignon 2009
Red Cellar Number 106
… Bottle £35.50

Alcohol content 14.5%. Characteristics: A buoyant,
fresh style contains plenty of juicy blackberry fruit
aromas and flavours. Chocolaty, ripe tannins and some
savoury
oak
nuances.
Gastronomy:
Bucatini
amatricana with freshly grated parmesan. Rare fillet of
beef, pork & lamb.

Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: The classic varietal
elements of ripe blackcurrant/cedar aromas and finegrained tannins are also present, to produce a wine with a
frim, yet supple structure, subtle oak character and rich
depth. Gastronomy: Goes well with beef dishes in general.

Thomas Hynland Chardonnay 2007/08
White Cellar Number 107
… Bottle £35.50
Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: Minimal filtration. Preserves the elegance of these
fruit flavours and the wine is barrel fermented to increase complexity of aromas.
Gastronomy: Ideal for scallops, salads and pasta dishes.

From Spain
Campo Vieja Rioja Reserva Tinto 2008
Red Cellar Number 108
… Bottle £26.50

Campo Viejo Rioja Gran Riserva 2007
Red Cellar Number 109
… Bottle £34.50

Baron De Ley Rioja Reserva 2010
Red Cellar Number 110
… Bottle £28.50

Vina Sol 2013

Alcohol content 13.5%. Characteristics: A blend of 80%
Tempranillo and 10% each of Graciano and Mazelo. The
wine shows flavours of red-fruit, cherries and
blackberries; its time in barrel provides notes of cloves,
liquorice and vanilla on the smooth, lingering finish.

Alcohol content 13.5%. Characteristics: A beautiful red
cherry colour with high intensity, offering a display of
black ripe fruits and traces of roasted coffee and cream. In
the mouth the round soft tannins give way to a long and
balanced finish.

Alcohol content 13.5%. Characteristics: A blend of 80%
Tempranillo and 10% each of Graciano and Mazuelo.
Garnet cherry-red in colour with aromas of stewed fruit,
wood and spicy nuances – a lot of character and a long
finish. An elegant wine that is a wonderful complement to
beef rib roast, sauced meats, casseroles and ages cheese.

- Chardonnay-

White Cellar Number 111
… Bottle £22.50
Alcohol content 11.5%. Characteristics: Fresh and
aromatic white wine, is delicious served with a range of
fish and poultry dishes. It has enough depth of flavour to
tackle garlic and spices head on.

From Argentina
Callia - Malbec

2012/13

Red Cellar Number 112
… Bottle £24.50
Alcohol content 13.5%. Characteristics: Intense red wine,
with purplish tints. Nose of delicious red fruits, such as
cherries and plums, integrated with vanilla notes. Its
warm taste fills the mouth with soft, firm tannins
denoting great structure.

Dona Paula Estate – Malbec 2011/12
Red Cellar Number 113
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: Intense violet
colour, plums, black cherries, liquorice and dried herb
aromas in the nose. Sweet, round and ample in the
mouth with a lingering finish.

French Wines
Burgundy

Beaujolais

Chablis 2010/11 Reserve de Montaigu
J.Moreau et Flis
White Cellar Number 114
… Bottle £26.50

Beaujolais Villages Henry Fessy
2009/10
Red Cellar Number 115
… Bottle £22.50

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: The vines grown
on gentle slopes along the perimeter of the Chablis
Grand Cru and Premier Cru appellations. Pale gold in
colour with slight green tinges, a fruity nose and
hazelnut aromas.

Alcohol content 13%. Characteristics: A soft, fresh and
fruity wine from the Gamay grape, grown on the granite
soils of the Beaujolais region and excellent with almost
anything.

Loire
Sancerre 2010/11 ~ Domaine Bonnard
White Cellar Number 116
… Bottle £26.50

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: A delicious,
stylish Sancerre with excellent ripe fruit flavours.

Loire
Pouilly Fume 2010/11
Les Champs Roger Pabiot
White Cellar Number 118 … Bottle £28.50

Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: One of the better
known wines of the Loire Valley, this crisp dry white
wine is made from the Sauvignon Blanc grape.

Rhone
Pere Anselme Cotes du Rhone Rouge
2010/11
Red Cellar Number 117
… Bottle £24.50

Alcohol content 14%. Characteristics: Made from
Grenache, Syrah, and Mourvédre, it bring together notes
of spice and fruit. Full-bodied, rustic mouth feel and
firm tannins, rugged quality over a slick, overmanipulated, generic style.

Wine Varietal Range
Wines made in a fresh, modern style for easy drinking and enjoyment,
using classic grape varieties.

White Wines
Trebbiano IGT
White Cellar Number 119
Italy. Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: Ripe and
clean, this is the perfect match for salads, fish, shellfish and
chicken. Dry, white wine with fruity and upfront bouquet,
with a nice citrus fresh finish.

Sauvignon Blanc Marchesini IGT

125ml
glass

175ml
glass

250ml
glass

500ml
Carafe

Bottle

£3.50

£4.50

£6.50

£12.50

£17.50

£3.50

£4.50

£6.50

£12.50

£17.50

£3.50

£4.50

£6.50

£12.50

£17.50

£3.75

£4.75

£6.75

£14.00

£19.50

White Cellar Number 120
Italy. Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: A clean, ripe
fruity wine, well balanced in the mouth.

Chardonnay IGT
White Cellar Number 121
Italy. Alcohol content 11.5%. Characteristics: Straw yellow
colour with a dry taste. Fresh of distinct fragrance. Excellent
as an aperitif.

Pinot Grigio IGT
White Cellar Number 122
Italy.
Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: A crisp,
fruity white wine with a delightful full and ripe aroma, dry,
fresh with a long finish on the palate. Gastronomy: Suitable
to accompany the whole meal and especially for fish dishes.

Piesporter Michelsberg, Franz Schonheim

£22.50

White Cellar Number 123
Germany.
Alcohol content 9%.
Characteristics:
Piesporter is a beautifully fragrant, medium-bodied wine
with upfront fruit that continues to develop on the palate.
Hints of peaches and green apples are balanced perfectly
with crisp acidity to provide a clean fresh finish. Enjoy
itself, with meat and seafood dishes.

Gavi “Tassarolo” D.O.C.G

£24.50

Vipra Bianco Bigi Umbria 2013

£24.50

White Cellar Number 124
Italy. Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Crisp, dry
white, light and elegant with a long nutty finish.
Gastronomy: Gavi is generally considered an excellent
partner to seafood.
White Cellar Number 33
Alcohol contents 12.5%. Grapes: Grechetto & Chardonnay.
Characteristics: The bouquet offers a delicate floral aroma,
with notes of lemon blossom and peach. The mouthfeel is
smooth, crisp and dry.

Wine Varietal Range
Wines made in a fresh, modern style for easy drinking and enjoyment,
using classic grape varieties.

Red Wines

125ml
glass

175ml
glass

250ml
glass

500ml
carafe

Bottle

£3.50

£4.50

£6.50

£12.50

£17.50

£3.50

£4.50

£6.50

£12.50

£17.50

Merlot “Plate 95”

£3.75

£4.75

£6.75

£14.00

£19.50

Nero d’Avola IGT

£3.75

£4.75

£6.75

£14.00

£19.50

£3.75

£4.75

£6.75

£14.00

£19.50

250ml
glass

500ml
carafe

Bottle

Sangiovese IGT
Red Cellar Number 125
Italy. Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: Bright ruby
red in the glass with aromas of forest fruits, a medium
bodied and delicious food-friendly freshness.

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo Casalbordino
DOC
Red Cellar Number 126
Italy. Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Dry, ruby
intense vinous with rich full bodied. Ideal for pasta dishes,
red meat and cheeses.
Red Cellar Number 127
Chile. Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: A fruity
spicy red wine that has a nice balance of tannin, acid and
alcohol on the palate.
Red Cellar Number 128
Italy. Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: Full-bodied,
intense and harmonious to taste. It goes well with roast
dishes, game and hard mature cheeses.

Chianti DOCG
Red Cellar Number 129
Italy. Alcohol content 12.5%. Characteristics: Ruby red
colour, with aromas of violet. The palate is harmonious and
lightly tannic with mouth-watering red fruit. Gastronomy: A
good companion to roast and grilled red meat.

Rosé Wines
Hardy Mill Cellars Rosé 2013

125ml
glass

175ml
glass

£3.50

£4.50

£6.50

£12.50

£17.50

£3.50

£4.50

£6.50

£12.50

£17.50

Rosé Cellar Number 68
Alcohol content 11.5%. Characteristics: A fresh and fruity
Rose with flavours of ripe strawberry with a crisp refreshing
finish. Great with antipasto.

Pinot Grigio Rosato, Ponte IGT
Rosé Cellar Number 67
Italy. Alcohol content 12%. Characteristics: Clean and
delicately scented nose that has a hint of cherries. On the
palate, the wine is soft and rounded and highly drinkable.
Gastronomy: Well suited to salads and white meats.

